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Real Parties: Ellie’s Preppy, Pretty and Pink Tricycle Party! 
 
By Amanda Hawkins 

Birthday Spectacular! 
Three-year-old Ellie’s mom, Stephanie Frazier Grimm, also a party planner, planned a 
gorgeous, vintagey birthday bash for her daughter’s birthday. The inspiration? Ellie’s 
brand new birthday present -- a bright pink tricycle! From customized water bottles to 
homemade goodies bags, Grimm’s afternoon party was a pretty spectacular 3rd birthday 
celebration. 

Cool (and Cheap) Craft Store Finds 
Vinyl polka dot decals mounted on the wall doubled as dry erase boards so the kids could 
draw on them and write Ellie B-day messages. Grimm also created her own memory 
boards with panels of corkboard that held goody bags and a surprise mixed-CD for Ellie’s 
guests. 
 
Customize, Customize, Customize 
Clear plastic cups? Bor-ing! Grimm stuck bike stickers on clear cups to make them extra 
special. Although Grimm purchased these already customized pink bike stickers from a 
craft store, you can purchase sticker paper from an office supply store and print your 
own. Use a site like Kodak.com to upload your own images, or browse through images 
on the Internet (Zazzle.com has over 40,000 designs). Grimm went a step further and 
found adorable green-and-white stripped straws (similar ones can be purchased on Etsy) 
and added them into the pink lemonade. The drink served a double purpose -- a kid 
friendly sip and another pink element on the table. 
 
Make the Presentation Count 
Grimm DIY’ed these professional-looking goody bags by starting with clear bags and 
pink gingham cardstock purchased at Michaels. She cut the bags in half and filled them 
with pink and green candies. Next, she folded the cardstock in half and affixed them onto 
plastic bags with double-sided tape. A pink tricycle sticker makes the bag extra special. 
Grimm displayed them creatively too -- tacking them onto the corkboard behind the 
beverage table. 
 
Personalize Every Little Detail 
For favor #2, Grimm mixed a CD (with Ellie’s favorite songs, of course!) to hand out to 
her guests. She layered leftover cardstock over a white purchased CD sleeve held 
together with pink ribbon. Pink frames describe what’s on the table and more stickers 
personalize the mini water bottles. 
 
Oh, the Yummy Goodies 
Grimm made sure her cupcakes worked with the color scheme by alternating pink and 



green frosting tops. 
 
Homemade Pink/Green Frosting 
½ cup sugar 
2 egg whites 
2 tablespoons of water 
2 cups of marshmallow cream 
½ teaspoon of vanilla 
Red, green food coloring 
 
Combine sugar, egg whites and water in a bowl. Next, set the bowl over a pot of bowling 
water, mixing the sugar, eggs and water until soft peaks form. Add in marshmallow 
cream and continue mixing until stiff peaks form, then remove mixture from heat and add 
in vanilla. Last, mix in desired amount of red or green food coloring. When done, place 
the yummy treats onto a vintage-esque cake holder. 
 
Cake and Lollipop in One 
The hit of the party? Homemade cake pops! 

Cake Pops 
1 box of cake mix (any flavor) 
¾ of a tub of frosting 
13 x 9 baking pan 
Parchment paper 
Lollipop sticks 
Candy melts 
Mini ice-cream scooper 
Microwave 
2 bowls 
Cookie sheet 
Spoon 

Bake cake according to the box instructions. Let it cool completely and crumble into a 
bowl and mix in ¾ of a tub of frosting. Next, line a cookie sheet with parchment paper, 
and with a small ice-cream scooper, scoop and form small balls of the cake mixture onto 
the cookie sheet. (You can get about 45 balls from one box). Then place the cookie sheet 
with cake balls in the freezer for 20 minutes. While these are freezing, melt the candy 
melts according to the bag’s instructions in a large bowl. Remove cake from the freezer 
and dip the lollipop sticks into the melted candy and insert them into the ball -- don’t 
push them all the way through! You’ll want to place the cake balls in the refrigerator for 
15 minutes. Next, re-melt the candy melts and dip the cake pops into the melted candy. 
Use a spoon to cover the entire cake pop and gently tap off any excess candy melts. 
Finally, replace cake pops in the refrigerator for another 15 minutes to harden. 
 
To create designs (like the green stripes on the pink cake pops): melt candy melts and 



place them in a plastic bag. Cut off the corner of the plastic bag and drizzle onto the cake 
pops. 

A Fresh and Simple Centerpiece 
Make purchased flowers go a long way buy buying one bouquet of flowers (prearranged) 
and splitting it up into many small containers. 

 


